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HERITAGE LOUDSPEAKERS
IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
1. READ these instructions.

2. KEEP these instructions.

3. HEED all warnings.

4. FOLLOW all instructions.

5. DO NOT use this apparatus near water.

6. CLEAN ONLY with dry cloth.

7. DO NOT block any ventilation openings. Install in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions.

8. DO NOT install near any heat sources such as radiators, heat registers, stoves, or other
apparatus (including amplifiers) that produce heat.

9. DO NOT defeat the safety purpose of the polarized or grounding type plug. A polarized plug
has two blades with one wider than the other. A grounding type plug has two blades and a
third grounding prong. The wider blade or the third prong are provided for your safety. If
the provided plug does not fit into your outlet, consult an electrician for replacement of the
obsolete outlet.

10. PROTECT the power cord from being walked on or pinched, particularly at plugs,
convenience receptacles, and the point where they exit from the apparatus.

11. ONLY USE attachments/accessories specified by the manufacturer.

12. USE only with a cart, stand, tripod, bracket, or table specified by the manufacturer,
or sold with the apparatus. When a cart is used, use caution when moving the
cart/apparatus combination to avoid injury from tip-over.

13. UNPLUG this apparatus during lightning storms or when unused for long periods of time.

14. REFER all servicing to qualified service personnel. Servicing is required when the apparatus
has been damaged in any way, such as power-supply cord or plug is damaged, liquid has
been spilled or objects have fallen into the apparatus, the apparatus has been exposed to
rain or moisture, does not operate normally, or has been dropped.

This symbol indicates that there are important operating and maintenance instruc-
tions in the literature accompanying this unit.

This symbol indicates that dangerous voltage constituting a risk of electric shock is
present within this unit.

WARNING: To reduce the risk of fire or electrical shock, do not expose this apparatus to rain or
moisture.

WARNING: Voltages in this equipment are hazardous to life. No user-serviceable parts inside.
Refer all servicing to qualified service personnel.

CAUTION: Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the manufacturer could void the
user’s authority to operate this device.

INSPECTION
We want your new speaker system to look as good as it did leaving the factory! Please
check promptly for any transit damage. Carefully unpack your new speaker system and
verify the components against the packing list. In extreme circumstances, items may have
become damaged in transit. If any damage is discovered, notify the delivery service and
dealer where the system was purchased. Make a request for inspection, and follow their
instructions for evaluation. Be sure to keep the product’s original shipping carton.

ABOUT YOUR KLIPSCH PURCHASE
Thank you for your purchase of Klipsch Heritage loudspeakers. After reading this manual and
connecting your system, you will hear the result of over 55 years of stringent engineering and
class-leading research and development. Like all Klipsch products, your loudspeakers feature
Klipsch Horn-loaded Technology—the guiding design for the first Klipschorn® developed in 1946
and for every product that has followed. Horn-loading allows your speakers to deliver very high
sensitivity, low distortion, flat frequency response and broad, controlled dispersion, this trans-
lates to unequaled power, detail and dynamics, the hallmarks of “The Klipsch Sound.” Please be
sure to fill out the warranty card at the back of this manual or online at www.klipsch.com so we
are better able to serve you. Again, thank you for choosing Klipsch and we hope that your
speakers bring life to your music and movies for many years.

PAUL W. KLIPSCH
The Klipsch Heritage loudspeakers are the direct result of the engineering design genius of
Paul W. Klipsch. The technology incorporated into these loudspeakers is as valid today as it
was in 1946 when Paul started Klipsch and Associates with the launch of the Klipschorn®.
The founder of our company has been lauded as a pioneer and visionary in the audio
industry. Paul has had a remarkable career, the pinnacle of which was his induction into the
Engineering and Science Hall of Fame in 1997. This honor puts him in such distinguished
company as Thomas Edison, George Washington Carver and the Wright brothers, among
others. Paul’s life was filled with notable distinctions, including the 1994 dedication of the
Klipsch Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at New Mexico State University,
Paul’s alma mater. In 1978, Paul was awarded the prestigious Silver Medal by the Audio
Engineering Society of America as well as being inducted into the Audio Hall of Fame.
These are but a few of the achievements of a great audio engineer and an even greater
man. Hi-Fidelity magazine said about Paul that he was, “the image of one who pushes
toward the frontier and reestablished it wherever he arrives.” The November 1986 issue of
Audio magazine sums up Paul W. Klipsch and his influence on the industry,”. . . the
Klipschorn along with its designer Paul Klipsch, are true legends in the field of high-fidelity
sound. Nothing I could write would do complete justice to its description.”

KLIPSCHORN
Paul’s design goal was to reproduce the dynamics and excitement of a live symphony
orechestra performance in his living room. An engineering breakthrough when it was intro-
duced, the Klipschorn® remains one of the most highly praised loudspeakers in the world
and is the only loudspeaker that has been in continuous production for over 60 years. The
Klipschorn is a testament to design that stands the test of time. With extremely high 
sensitivity, this three-way, fully horn-loaded loudspeaker with a folded tri-hedral bass horn
utilizes the walls and corners of the listening room as part of its design. This combination of
attributes enables it to span more than nine full octaves with dynamic, smooth, ultra low
distortion sound.

HERESY III
First introduced in 1957, the Heresy started life as a compact center channel speaker for
the Klipschorn in three-speaker stereo arrays. The Heresy is a compact, three-way design
that uses horn-loaded compression drivers for midrange and treble reproduction and a
direct radiating 12-inch woofer for the low frequencies.

CORNWALL III
The Cornwall was introduced in 1959 as a larger full range alternative to the Heresy as 
a center channel speaker in a three speaker stereo array. It provided the full range bass
response of the Klipschorn with sensitivity and output closer to the fully horn-loaded 
models. Like the Heresy, the Cornwall is a three-way design utilizing horn-loaded 
compression drivers for midrange and treble frequencies and a direct radiating 15-inch
woofer for the low frequencies.

LA SCALA II
The La Scala was developed as a more portable Klipschorn to serve as a public address
speaker for the 1963 gubernatorial campaign of Winthrop Rockefeller. Like the Klipschorn,
it displays extremely high sensitivity and is a fully horn-loaded, three-way speaker featuring
a shorter, two-fold bass horn that can operate independently of listening room corners. As a
result, the La Scala’s only sonic compromise as compared to the Klipschorn is a slightly
higher bass cutoff.



UNPACKING & ASSEMBLY
Heresy III and Cornwall III
The Heresy III and Cornwall III models are large, heavy speakers. It is recommended that two
people be used to unpack and install these models. Open the top carton flaps, invert the 
carton and pull it up and off of the speaker. Remove the internal packing and save all for
future use. The Klipschorn and La Scala II low and high frequency cabinets are shipped in 
two separate cartons. Unpacking and setup will require two people.

The Klipschorn and LaScala II high and low frequency cabinets are matched by serial
number for proper acoustic performance. Please take care to match upper and lower
cabinet serial numbers when assembling these loudspeakers.

La Scala II and Klipschorn low frequency cabinet: After opening the top flaps of the low
frequency carton, invert the carton and lift it off of  the speaker cabinet. Remove the inner
packing and plastic sheeting. The top of the cabinet, with it’s three rubber bumpers, should
be facing up (See Figure 1 & 2).

Klipschorn
Slide the bass cabinet into the corner where it will be placed for a test fit and make note of
any obstructions that interfere with a tight fit. Remove the cabinet from the corner to install
the high frequency cabinet. There is a left hand and a right hand low frequency cabinet with
respect to the input panel. This allows the speaker’s binding posts to be oriented toward the
electronics to minimize the length of the speaker wire. In preparation for hookup, position the
speaker near, but not tight into, the corner and remove the low frequency grille (two wing
nuts) on the input panel side of the cabinet and set aside until the connection process is
complete.

Open the top flaps of the high frequency carton marked “Open This End” and invert the 
carton. Lift the carton up off the cabinet and remove the packing pad. Lift the high frequency
cabinet off the floor and set it on top of the low frequency cabinet, aligning the three rubber
bumpers on the top of the low frequency cabinet with the three recesses on the under side of
the high frequency cabinet. Thread the high and mid frequency driver leads in the upper 
cabinet through the hole in the cabinet’s lower panel. Connect the Green (+) and Black (-)
tagged pair of wires to the pair of binding posts labeled “Tweeter Out.” Take care to match
the Red (+) and Black (-) binding posts with the Green (+) and Black (-) sleeves on the ends
of these wires. Follow this same procedure to connect the Yellow (+) and Black (-) tagged pair
of wires to the pair of binding posts labeled “Mid Out” (See Figure 5).

La Scala
La Scala II high frequency cabinet: Open the top flaps of the high frequency carton marked
“Open This End.” The bottom of the cabinet should be facing up with the low frequency 
connection cable attached to it. Free this cable, invert the carton and lift it off the cabinet with
assistance. Lift the high frequency cabinet off the floor and carefully rest the rear portion on
top of the front half of the low frequency cabinet. Secure the low frequency cable to the input
connectors on the top surface of the low frequency cabinet. Be sure to observe proper 
polarity (See Figure 2). Align the recesses on the bottom surface of the high frequency 
cabinet with the rubber bumpers on the top of the low frequency cabinet.

PLACEMENT
Your Klipsch Heritage loudspeakers will perform well in a variety of locations but best
results will be achieved using the following general guidelines:
• Place on a common wall 6 to 15 feet apart
• Equidistant from the wall behind the speakers
• Heresy: Equidistant height above the floor with the high frequency drivers at seated ear 

height if wall or cabinet mounted
• Angled toward the listener and even with or forward of any adjacent obstructions
• Corner or near wall placements provide the greatest amount of bass while increasing 

the speakers distance from room boundaries reduces bass energy
• Asymmetrical placement of a pair of speakers from adjacent side walls can smooth 

room induced bass unevenness (not adjustable with Klipschorns unless false corners 
are used)

• Experiment with the above guidelines to suit your taste and to compensate for your 
room’s acoustic characteristics

Klipschorn
Klipschorns typically perform best when positioned in the corners on the long wall of a 
rectangular room. If the room is very narrow and long with corners farther apart than 18 to
20 feet, the stereo image may not be optimal. A room with a length to width ratio of 1.00 to
.618 is preferred. In addition, Klipschorn® loudspeakers seem to benefit from ceiling
heights no lower than 8.5 feet.

The Klipschorn® requires corner placement because the walls of the room serve to 
complete the speaker’s low frequency horn. To achieve full low frequency extension, the
Klipschorn® should fit tightly in a corner without baseboard or trim interference and the
wall surfaces should extend at least 25 inches beyond the side grilles. If proper corners are
not available in your listening room, false corners can be constructed to yield bass perfor-
mance similar to a full corner and also allow for some adjustment of toe-in if desired. Start
with a 2’ x 4’ framework as shown in figure 3. Klipsch recommends using standard 4 foot
wide sheets of 3/4” plywood securely glued and nailed to the framework. The backside may
be covered with a thinner material such as 3/16” masonite or 1/2” plywood. Paint to match
wall color, or finish with a laminate or other material (See Figure 3). In the case of very wide
spacing, a false corner can be employed on one of the Klipschorns to reduce the distance
between speakers. Another solution to widely spaced Klipschorn loudspeakers in an audio
only system is the addition of a center speaker such as the La Scala to create a three-
speaker stereo array. Please contact Klipsch Technical Support at 1-800-554-7724 for
connection details.

La Scala
The La Scala II features a self-contained, front-firing, folded bass horn to permit placement
out of the corner if required. However, because this model has less bass extension than the
Klipschorn®, the low frequency, acoustic reinforcement of corner placement may be 
optimal. The La Scala also offers full flexibility with regard to the amount of toe-in 
achievable for the desired stereo image. Deep bass performance may also be augmented
with a high performance Klipsch subwoofer.

Figure 2Figure 1



Cornwall
The Cornwall III offers the placement and toe-in flexibility of the La Scala with low frequency
extension similar to the Klipschorn at a reduced output capability. As with the La Scala and
Heresy, corner positioning yields the greatest amount of bass output while placements 
out of the corner or away from rear walls will yield less bass. Since room acoustics and
personal taste vary we recommend experimenting with several locations to fine tune the
speaker’s performance. Self stick rubber pads are supplied for attachment to the bottom of
the riser for use on hard floors.

Heresy 
The Heresy III offers the greatest degree of placement flexibility of all of the Heritage 
models due to its relatively compact size. It delivers the same basic frequency range as the
La Scala but at more modest output levels. Corner, floor placement will deliver the highest
degree of low bass reinforcement and the slant riser base helps to compensate for the
Heresy’s short stature. This riser may be removed for shelf or cabinet placement. Self stick
rubber pads are supplied for attachment to the bottom of the cabinet to prevent scratching
of shelves and hard surfaces.

CONNECTING YOUR LOUDSPEAKER
Caution: Turn your amplifier off before making any connections!
• Your loudspeakers are equipped with positive (Red) and negative (Black) connection 

terminals, on the rear or side of the cabinet. These correspond to the positive and 
negative terminals on the appropriate channel (left, right, center, rear, etc.) of 
your amplifier.

• All speakers in your system must be connected in phase with the positive speaker 
terminal connected to the positive amplifier terminal. Repeat this for the negative
speaker terminal and amplifier terminals. Most speaker wire has distinguishing markings
on the insulation of one of the conductors to assist in correct hookup.

• Use 16-gauge (AWG), two conductor, Copper wire at a minimum and larger gauge wire 
for longer runs. The connection terminals on your loudspeaker will accommodate bare 
wire, spade terminals or banana type plugs.

• Caution: With all connection types take care that there is no contact between the 
positive and negative terminals at the speaker and amplifier. Damage to your equipment
may result! (See figure 4)

Klipschorn: Input connections are found on the input panel on the side of the low frequen-
cy cabinet. Two of the four pairs of binding posts are used to connect the speaker cables
coming from your amplifier and will accommodate bare wire, spade lugs or banana plugs.
They are labeled “HF+”, “HF-”, “LF+” and “LF-.” Both red (+) and both black (-) posts are
connected with wire jumpers. Leave these jumpers in place for conventional single wire
connection and use either pair of posts. Remove these jumpers for optional bi-wire 
connection (see figure 5).

Do not connect your amplifier directly to the midrange or tweeter driver leads or to the
posts labeled “Mid Out+” or “HF Out+” as you may damage the speaker.

La Scala: The two pairs of binding posts located on the rear of the loudspeaker are used
to connect the speaker cables coming from your amplifier and will accommodate bare wire,

spade lugs of banana plugs. These binding posts are labeled “HF+”, “HF-”, “LF+” and 
“LF-.” Both red (+) and black (-) posts connected with wire jumpers. Leave these jumpers
in place for conventional single wire connection and use either pair of posts. Remove these
jumpers for bi-wire connection (see figure 5).

Cornwall III and Heresy III: These models have two pairs of binding posts located on the
rear of the loudspeaker are used to connect the speaker cables coming from your amplifier
and will accommodate bare wire, spade lugs of banana plugs. These binding posts are
labeled “HF+”, “HF-”, “LF+” and “LF-.” And have both red (+) and black (-) posts 
connected with metal straps. Leave these straps in place for conventional single wire 
connection and use either pair of posts. Remove these straps for bi-wire connection 
(see figure 4).

WARRANTY—U.S. AND CANADA ONLY
The Warranty below is valid only for sales to consumers in the United States or Canada.

KLIPSCH, L.L.C. ("KLIPSCH") warrants this product to be free from defects in materials and
workmanship (subject to the terms set forth below) for a period of five (5) years from the
date of purchase. During the Warranty period, KLIPSCH will repair or replace (at KLIPSCH’s
option) this product or any defective parts (excluding electronics and amplifiers). For prod-
ucts that have electronics or amplifiers, the Warranty on those parts is for a  period of two
(2) years from the date of purchase.

To obtain Warranty service, please contact the KLIPSCH authorized dealer from which you
purchased this product. If your dealer is not equipped to perform the repair of your KLIPSCH
product, it can be returned, freight paid, to KLIPSCH for repair. Please call KLIPSCH at 1-
800-KLIPSCH for instructions. You will need to ship this product in either its original pack-
aging or packaging affording an equal degree of protection.

Proof of purchase in the form of a bill of sale or receipted invoice, which is evidence that
this product is within the Warranty period, must be presented or included to obtain Warranty
service.

This Warranty is invalid if (a) the factory-applied serial number has been altered or removed
from this product or (b) this product was not purchased from a KLIPSCH authorized dealer.
You may call 1-800-KLIPSCH to confirm that you have an unaltered serial number and/or
you purchased from a KLIPSCH authorized dealer.

This Warranty is only valid for the original purchaser and will automatically terminate prior
to expiration if this product is sold or otherwise transferred to another party.

This Warranty does not cover cosmetic damage or damage due to misuse, abuse, negli-
gence, acts of God, accident, commercial use or modification of, or to any part of, the prod-
uct. This Warranty does not cover damage due to improper operation, maintenance or
installation, or attempted repair by anyone other than KLIPSCH or a KLIPSCH dealer which
is authorized to do KLIPSCH warranty work. Any unauthorized repairs will void this Warranty.
This Warranty does not cover product sold AS IS or WITH ALL FAULTS.

REPAIRS OR REPLACEMENTS AS PROVIDED UNDER THIS WARRANTY ARE THE EXCLUSIVE
REMEDY OF THE CONSUMER. KLIPSCH SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY ON
THIS PRODUCT. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT PROHIBITED BY LAW, THIS WARRANTY IS EXCLU-
SIVE AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER EXPRESS AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PRACTICAL PURPOSE.

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages
or implied warranties so the above exclusions may not apply to you. This Warranty gives you
specific legal rights, and you may have other rights, which vary from state to state.

WARRANTY OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
The Warranty on this product if it is sold to a consumer outside of the United States or Canada
shall comply with applicable law and shall be the sole responsibility of the distributor that
supplied this product. To obtain any applicable warranty service, please contact the dealer from
which you purchased this product, or the distributor that supplied this product.

HERITAGE LOUDSPEAKERS

2" x 4" FRAME

122cm
approx. 48"

1/2" PLYWOOD

3/4" PLYWOOD

98-132cm
39"-52"+
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Name: Home Phone:

Street Address: Work Phone:

City/State/Zip: E-mail Address:

Would you like to receive the latest product updates and news via e-mail? ❑ Yes ❑ No

PRODUCT PURCHASE

Model and serial number must be included to honor your warranty card. For multiple speaker purchases, please fill out only one warranty card.

Model Serial Number

Model Serial Number

Model Serial Number

Model Serial Number

Model Serial Number

Model Serial Number

What store did you purchase your Klipsch products from?

Store Name: State:

How did you hear about Klipsch? ❑ Audio/Home Theater Magazine ❑ Other Magazine ❑ TV ❑ Radio ❑ Newspaper ❑ Trade Show

❑ Friend

❑ Retail Dealer ❑ Direct Mail ❑ Website ❑ Web Forum

Have you purchased Klipsch products before? ❑ Yes ❑ No

If yes, what products?

Product  Name(s):

When do you hope to purchase additional loudspeakers? ❑ 6 mos. – 1 yr. ❑ 1–2 yrs.

How likely are you to consider Klipsch products for your upcoming purchases? ❑ Very likely ❑ Somewhat likely ❑ Doubtful

If doubtful, why? ❑ Don’t carry product I’m looking for ❑ Too expensive ❑ Klipsch dealer too far away ❑ Other

PLEASE TELL US ABOUT YOU!

❑ Married ❑ Single ❑ Student ❑ Male ❑ Female

Age: ❑ 15-17 ❑ 18-24 ❑ 25-35 ❑ 36-45 ❑ 46-55 ❑ 55-64 ❑ 65+

Annual Household Income: ❑ Under $25,000 ❑ $25-35,000 ❑ $35-50,000 ❑ $75-100,000 ❑ $100,000+

Make sure you return your warranty card or register at www.klipsch.com so that we may keep you up-to-date on new Klipsch
products and promotions. As always, if you have any questions, contact your local authorized Klipsch dealer. For multiple 
speaker purchases, please fill out only one warranty card.

PLEASE FOLD AND SEAL THIS POSTAGE PAID WARRANTY CARD BEFORE MAILING.

KLIPSCH WARRANTY CARD

 



3502 Woodview Trace, Suite 200
Indianapolis, IN 46268

1-800-KLIPSCH  • klipsch.com

KLIPSCH AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 
3502 WOODVIEW TRCE STE 200 
INDIANAPOLIS IN  46209-8631

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY

IF MAILED
IN THE

UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL FIRST-CLASS MAILINDIANAPOLIS IN PERMIT NO 201

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

IMPORTANT:  DO NOT ENLARGE, REDUCE OR MOVE the FIM and POSTNET barcodes. They are only valid as printed!
  Special care must be taken to ensure FIM and POSTNET barcode are actual size AND placed properly on the mail piece
  to meet both USPS regulations and automation compatibility standards.

Fold here, seal with tape and mail


